Prague travel guide
Baroque also named “BARROCO”. The Baroque style also changed the character of the Czech countryside (churches and chapels in Czech countryside are mostly Baroque). Czech Baroque architecture is considered to be a unique part of the European cultural heritage thanks to its extensiveness and extraordinariness. In the first third of the 18th century the Czech lands (especially Bohemia) were one of the leading artistic centers of the Baroque style.
Prague is a temperate continental climate. The average temperature in winter is one degrees Celsius below zero; and is 20 degrees Celsius in summer, and the Prague Spring Festival is held in May, so the best time to travel is a form May to September. In addition, you can also be able to enjoy the hot spring during this time. –by Charlotte
Look up Husova street in old town You will find a corner on the shape of Sigmund Floyd's melancholy man is hung on a single arm, don't be worried, there is no one want to die. This is a building from the hanging statue. It is created by the most controversial sculptor, David Cerny in 1997, named Viselec (Czech "hanging"). The author didn't say the statue of the creation intention, leaving people many imagine space.
<600m> Charles Bridge was built in 14th century, with more than 30 statues on the sides of the bridge. Prague kings held parades when coronated.

<700m> Old Town Square is the most famous square in Prague, with various styles of buildings. It is also used to hold some political events.

<1.5km> Prague Castle is the world largest ancient castle; it is also the residence of Prague president. It contains a collection of artistic essence in different times.
<1.5km> St Vitus Cathedral was hailed as the Treasure of Architecture. It is the largest church in Prague with a high popularity in Europe. It is used in coronation of successive dynasties.

<600m> The Prague Astronomical Clock was built in 1410, which is one of the oldest constructions in the Old Town. The upper clock runs a round in one day to show the time, and the lower clock runs a round in one year.

<700m> Fred and Ginger, also known as the Dancing House, was built in 1996. It has an eccentric outlook; it contains a ballroom, and a French restaurant as well on the top floor.
Vltava is the longest river in Prague, it is also the mother river in the city. Its fascinating scenery attracts most of the tourists.

Vyehrad was an ancient fort built in the 10th century, it’s on a cliff besides the Vltava river. It is said that the fort is the area where initial development of the city of Prague took place. According to legend, there was a fairy tale, describing a loving story of a princess and a farmer, happened in Vyehrad area. Vyehrad contains a sightseeing stand which allows visitors to overlook the whole city up there.

Wenceslas Square is famous for a political and historical street with churches and trading centers on each side all along. It is a wonderful place for shopping and entertainment.
Toy Museum Hracek is currently the largest museum in Europe, and the second largest in the world. It has the main collection of toys in North American and Europe in the past hundreds of years, especially after the industrial revolution. One of the most attractive collection is a show of thousands of Bobbi dolls, another one is a number of toys which is the director of Czech, cartoonist Ivan Steiger's private collection. They look dazzling in the glass cabinet, with the ancient style of decoration.
European travel: the forth city
Strategy for food on the internet, the first appeared is this Cafe Louvre. The one hundred-year-old cafe is the favorite of Einstein. And it's also the Czech writer Kafka and others often come.
In Prague we will introduce two dining-hall. The first one is Cafe Imperial, this restaurant has many ranks. Even it is Michelin also is the world's top ten most beautiful Cafe. It has the hundred years’ history, when you get into the restaurant you can found that the Ivory column is very high so the space is big enough. The dishes are extremely, Traditional onion soup of France done very well, dill soup has delicious creamy flavor. Roast pigeon all crispy on the outside, soft on the inside, goose liver has already in the pigeon, if you have a try you must want to eat another one.